
Bringing Holland’s 
Energy Systems to the 
Apex of Performance

Industry:

Government/Public Sector

Organization:

Electriciteitsbedrijf Zuid-Holland

Description:

One of the most important energy producers of
The Netherlands, the N.V. Electriciteitsbedrijf Zuid-
Holland (EZH) provides electricity to the most pop-
ulated province with the highest concentration of
companies in the country. South Holland counts
not only a population of 4 million, it also houses
the largest harbour in the world along with top
attractions for tourists, and it is the heart of the
greenhouse agriculture industry. Without electricity
— without EZH — the province of Zuid-Holland
would be immobilized.

Business Problem:

With the European market moving quickly 
towards deregulation, EZH needed to increase the 
efficiency of its operations, while ensuring the
highest level of energy availability.

Rational Solution:

Rational Apex, Rational SoDA

Key Benefits:

• Assisted in migration from older, real-time sys-
tems and networks cost-effectively

• Enabled engineers to create and share code for
the new methodology

• Achieved rapid turn-around on new 
development

R a t i o n a l  a n d  E Z H  S y s t e m s

When it comes to innovation in energy generation and distri-

bution, Electriciteitsbedrijf Zuid-Holland (EZH) is a power-

house. One of four Dutch energy companies, EZH serves the

electricity and heating needs of the economic and industrial

heart of the Netherlands, including its capital city, The Hague,

and the port city of Rotterdam. But with a European market

moving quickly toward deregulation, EZH needed to increase

the efficiency of its operations, while assuring the highest

levels of energy availability.

Accomplishing this meant engineering the company's Energy

Accounting System (EAS) to more accurately track every

aspect of its operations, in real time. Optimizing the EAS to

maximize efficiency and profitability became a key element in

the company's strategy for success. To accomplish their goal,

EZH chose Rational Apex, Rational Software's integrated soft-

ware engineering environment optimized for development and

maintenance of complex Ada systems.

Since 1996, when the European Union passed its directive on

deregulating electricity markets, energy companies through-

out Europe have been faced with the prospect of maximizing

service quality and availability, while decreasing costs to

remain competitive. EZH was quick to respond to this trend,

recognizing the strategic importance of Energy Accounting

Systems (EAS) in controlling and optimizing production costs.

According to EZH management, a high-performance EAS is

essential to remaining competitive in a deregulated market.

Utilities like EZH must be able to constantly monitor and cal-

culate the amount of power being produced and delivered,

and to whom. This information must be recorded and

processed in such a way that it is easily and rapidly accessi-

ble. This data becomes the framework for billing, load fore-

casting, generation scheduling, regulation compliance, and

other critical business processes.

EZH Systems of Hawthorne, N.Y., EZH’s wholly owned tech-

nology subsidiary, was given the task of engineering the EAS

to meet the challenges of today’s marketplace.

Innovative Methodology

“The issue we faced was how to migrate, at a reasonable

cost, from older real-time systems and networks to modern

technology,” says Leo Verbeek, CIO of EZH and President of

EZH Systems. “In developing and maintaining software for

the EAS, the challenge for us is controlling complexity in a

constantly changing environment. Our systems must provide

100% availability, despite changes to underlying hardware 

or subsystems.”

To meet this demand, the EZH Systems team created a

Generic Real-Time Network (GRTN) methodology for devel-

oping mission-critical, real-time, high-reliability systems. The

GRTN provides an approach for integrating telecommunica-

tions, computer systems, hardware and software that focus-

es on reliability, expandability and time-critical behavior of

the EAS. The methodology supports a wide variety of trans-

mission media and is compatible with existing systems.

“We chose Rational Apex, in conjunction with Rational’s

SoDA and TestMate products, to support the critical needs of

the GRTN methodology in developing our EAS,” says Reggie

van Leeuwen, leader of the Technology Support Group for

EZH. He noted that Rational Apex and Rational Subsystems

enabled EZH engineers to create and share code for their

new methodology. EZH developers used Rational TestMate

and SoDA to test and document the models and designs that

formed the basis of the EAS.

A Powerful Challenge

Due to the unique market conditions in the Netherlands, reli-

able real-time EAS performance is absolutely critical for EZH.

“In Holland, electricity production is divided among four util-

ities, with the National Control Center determining how much

electricity each is allowed to produce. Exceeding these pro-

duction allotments can result in considerable fines,” explains

Reggie van Leeuwen. “Lost or misinterpreted data could

result in tremendous financial losses to the utility.”
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Complying with these production limits creates a substantial

technology challenge. Every 60 seconds, EZH must gather

power measurements from 24 different locations spread

across southern Holland and send this data to EZH’s control

center in Voorburg, where it is collected. From here, data on the

utility’s total load is sent to the Dutch Energy Control Center,

which totals the figures for all four state utility companies and

sends an updated figure on total national load back to each

utility to ensure production compliance.

“This process happens once every 60 seconds and the utilities

must provide their production values within a 14-second win-

dow,” van Leeuwen says.

A Flexible Solution

To respond to these automation challenges, the EZH team

developed an EAS infrastructure (see Fig. 1) utilizing the com-

pany’s existing GRTN backbone network (see Fig. 2) to reliably

transmit measurement data in real-time from the company’s

far-flung substations to the EZH control center.

Each EZH substation has its own local digital network consist-

ing of two redundant rings to which the kilowatt/hour meters

are connected. These networks are connected to the GRTN-

network via a redundant link (see Fig. 3). The GRTN-network is

in turn connected to EZH’s enterprise computer network, offer-

ing access to the data by users across the company. The

GRTN-network also has a dedicated, fault-tolerant link to the

Dutch Energy Control Center.

The nodes of the GRTN-network are synchronized using the radio

signal of the European atomic clock. The data is also transferred

redundantly with signaling of lost data packets. Each minute,

when a new measurement is sent over the network, 15 buffered

previous values are re-sent along with it, ensuring all data is sent

16 times over a period of 16 days. This prevents loss of informa-

tion in the event of a data storage failure.

Application-specific logic is implemented through the system’s

mission-critical nucleus. In designing the EAS, care was taken

to isolate any system dependency in separate software mod-

ules. This enables specific parts of the nucleus to be modified

to keep pace with changes in the environment (e.g. adding a

substation, phasing out old equipment, etc.), without bringing

the entire system down.

“As utilities replace their existing equipment with new tech-

nologies, modification of the mission-critical portion of the sys-

tem must be a manageable process,” says Joe Marasco,

Rational Software Senior VP and General Manager. “Modifica-

tions must be implemented systematically, at the lowest cost

and with the lowest possible risk of error. The GRTN methodol-

ogy, in combination with Rational Apex and other Rational soft-

ware development tools, simplifies system modification, while

effectively combining equipment of various types and ages.”

The EZH team developed the new EAS system with Rational

Apex on an IBM RS/6000. The target systems were Digital VAX

stations running VMS and DEC Ada. Because system-

specific parts are isolated, the software can be retargeted 

easily if, for any reason, another target system becomes 

necessary. The connection between the GRTN-network and the

enterprise network is accomplished with stand-alone VAX/ELN

computers also programmed in Ada. The protocol on the enter-

prise network is DECnet. A small part of the software com-

pleteing the library of standard data conversion routines for the

European Elcom standard is in FORTRAN. This standard was

created for data exchange between electric utility companies.

“We chose Rational Apex, 

in conjunction with Rational’s

SoDA and TestMate products, 

to support the critical needs of 

the Generic Real-Time Network

methodology in developing our

Energy Accounting System.” 

— Reggie van Leeuwen 

Figure 1.
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“As utilities replace their

existing equipment with

new technologies, modifi-

cation of the mission-

critical portion of the 

system must be a 

manageable process.”

— Joe Marasco 

Building in Quality

Minimizing software bugs was a high priority throughout the

development process. To accomplish this, the GRTN methodolo-

gy makes extensive use of modern software practices. Software

designs are based on a single software architecture tailored for

real-time, distributed systems design.

The highly disciplined standards of the architectural method

give developers guidance in making their work reliable and

extendible. Developers can leverage previous uses of the

method as a knowledge base, improving quality.

• Development of large systems is always a team effort, and the

GRTN method acts as an effective means of communication

among developers, improving design quality and integrity

• The method makes extensive use of large-scale software

reusability

• The software architecture recognizes 22 categories of soft-

ware modules. These modules are designed to keep appli-

cation-dependent and application-independent parts as

loosely coupled as possible. Reusable software modules im-

plement the application-independent parts, ensuring a high

degree of reliability.

• The GRTN resource concept separates the hardware-depen-

dent part from the application-independent part of a software

design. Machine dependencies are minimized and isolated,

enabling developers to make designs that are nearly inde-

pendent of the underlying hardware platforms. This makes

GRTN software designs extremely flexible.

In implementing the GRTN, van Leeuwen says the EZH devel-

opment team draws heavily from use-case concept of

Rational’s Unified Process.

“Keeping the GRTN implementation of the EAS in sync with the

ever-changing system specification, while assuring quality, is a

major challenge,” he says. “To achieve this, we employ use

cases extensively, as a kind of ’red thread’ cutting through all

development phases.”

Figure 2.
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“Without Rational Apex,

our Advanced Energy

Accounting System

would have taken 

considerably longer 

to complete.”

— Leo Verbeek 

Ada Benefits

In developing their state-of-the-art EAS, EZH Systems chose to

program in Ada, an approach that offers important advantages.

“We felt that Ada would provide us with a high degree of reli-

ability and the confidence level that our mission-critical sys-

tems require,” Verbeek says, noting that readability and main-

tenance were other key factors for choosing Ada. “Because the

system must be maintained over the course of 15 to 25 years,

it will likely not be maintained by the original developers.”

Verbeek noted that Ada’s strong typing and segregation of

module-interface and implementation simplifies the process of

integrating modules written by different people.

Ada’s exception mechanism provides an excellent way of

incorporating error-handling code without reducing readabil-

ity, while saving many lines of code otherwise needed for

condition testing. The tasking facilities are indispensable

because redundant data buffering and processing must take

place concurrently.

“Ada also offers improved development productivity and

excellent support for reuse,” van Leeuwen says. “In develop-

ing our EAS, we were able to use a substantial amount of

code from previous projects, and produce some new

reusable code, as well.”

The Apex Advantage

While programming in Ada according to the GRTN methodol-

ogy offered the EZH team important advantages, the chal-

lenges of day-to-day development demanded a toolset as

innovative and flexible as the methodology itself.

“We chose Rational Apex for a very simple reason: It provid-

ed the best tools for the job,” EZH’s Verbeek says, adding

Rational Apex and its layered products enabled the EZH

development team to:

• Enforce the software architecture

• Provide a library of system components upon which

developers can base their work

• Use an integrated library of source code to generate code

for different platforms

• Achieve rapid turn-around on new development

Throughout the development process, the EZH team enjoyed

the following key Rational Apex advantages:

Single Development Process

The information model of the Rational SSE is based on a fine-

grained, integrated, persistent program representation which

captures and manages information about the software pro-

grams in development. The development tools that form the

environment use this same information, giving them a high

degree of integration and interoperability. It also supports

incremental compilation, enabling faster production by pre-

venting long compilation times after source code changes.

Figure 3.
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Configuration and Release Management

Because the Configuration Management (CM) system is inte-

grated with the development environment, developers cannot

forget to maintain it. Configuration information is automatically

updated, giving developers insight on the current state of devel-

opment. When a software system is released, this is also regis-

tered in the CM database and kept under control. As a result,

developers can always find out which components are used in

a released software system, including their complete history.

Library Management

GRTN reusable software components are kept as libraries 

of Rational Subsystems, which are readily available to each 

developer. Libraries consist of thoroughly tested components and

are kept under strict configuration control. This makes it easy for

developers to find needed components, improving quality.

The process of transferring the right source code versions to

the target platform is completely automated, resulting in

higher productivity and preventing incorrect combinations of

source code files from being embedded.

Testing Environment

All component and completed design testing is performed in

TestMate, a structured environment which standardizes test-

ing. All testing activities are registered in the central infor-

mation-repository, offering developers a complete overview

of the reliability of both software components and entire

designs. Registration of test information also offers future

advantages, enabling more rapid testing of components

when changes are required.

Documentation Generation

While documenting development processes, models, designs,

architecture, and code is critical, documentation is time-

consuming to write and difficult to keep up-to-date.

Rational Software Documentation Automation (SoDA) auto-

mates the process of creating and maintaining documenta-

tion. SoDA extracts information from the central repository of

code and configuration management to produce an initial doc-

ument. Users add descriptions of the extracted information to

the document and, as the project information changes, SoDA

is used to refresh the document.

By automatically producing consistent documentation at

each step of the project, SoDA ensures documentation is

always current, saving many hours of review time. SoDA’s

flexible approach to automating documentation enables cus-

tomized document generation in accordance with the GRTN

software development methods and demands.

Key Contribution

As the European energy marketplace transitions to a com-

petitive environment, efficient information management isn’t

merely a convenience. It’s an essential ingredient for suc-

cess. EZH’s state-of-the-art EAS enables the effective and

reliable integration of energy accounting resources, while

enabling the real-time data access and transmission that

enable regulation compliance, as well as profitability.

With Rational Apex, the EZH Systems development team was

able to implement its innovative GRTN technology to create

an EAS with the capacity, flexibility, and availability to meet

the needs of a demanding energy marketplace.

“Without Rational Apex, our advanced Energy Accounting

System would have taken considerably longer to complete,”

EZH’s Verbeek says, noting that the EZH development team

continues to use Rational Apex for maintenance of EAS

applications, including configuration-management activities.

“The quality of the code, the ability to clearly express the

design in subsystems, automatic enforcement of the GRTN

requirements, and support of activities like testing and doc-

umentation generation made Rational Apex a key contributor

to the project.”
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